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The excitation of solar-like oscillations in a d Sct star
by efficient envelope convection
V.Antoci1, G.Handler1,2, T. L. Campante3,4, A.O. Thygesen4,5, A.Moya6, T. Kallinger1,7,8, D. Stello9, A. Grigahcène3, H.Kjeldsen4,
T. R. Bedding9, T. Lüftinger1, J. Christensen-Dalsgaard4, G. Catanzaro10, A. Frasca10, P. De Cat11, K. Uytterhoeven12,13,14,15,
H. Bruntt4, G. Houdek1, D. W. Kurtz16, P. Lenz2, A. Kaiser1, J. Van Cleve17, C. Allen18 & B. D. Clarke17

Delta Scuti (d Sct)1 stars are opacity-driven pulsators with masses
of 1.5–2.5M[, their pulsations resulting from the varying ioniza-
tion of helium. In less massive stars2 such as the Sun, convection
transports mass and energy through the outer 30 per cent of the
star and excites a rich spectrum of resonant acoustic modes. Based
on the solar example, with no firm theoretical basis, models predict
that the convective envelope in d Sct stars extends only about 1 per
cent of the radius3, but with sufficient energy to excite solar-like
oscillations4,5. This was not observed before the Kepler mission6, so
the presence of a convective envelope in the models has been
questioned. Here we report the detection of solar-like oscillations
in the d Sct star HD187547, implying that surface convection
operates efficiently in stars about twice as massive as the Sun, as
the ad hoc models predicted.
Thirty days of continuous observations ofHD187547 (KIC7548479)

by theKeplermissionwith a cadence of 1min led to its identificationas a
d Sct pulsator (Fig. 1a, b). In contrast to the non-uniformly distributed
signals at low frequencies, the observed regularly spaced peaks at high
frequencies (Fig. 1c) suggest thatwe alsoobservehigh-radial-order over-
tones as expected for stochastically excited solar-like oscillations. For
such oscillations the observed comb-like frequency structure (with the
large frequency separation Dn indicating the frequency separation
between consecutive radial overtones of like degree) is the result of
mainly radial and dipolar pulsation modes, whereas for d Sct stars it
is not clear which modes are excited to observable amplitudes. The
strikingly broadened structures observed only at high frequencies
(Figs 1f and 2b, c) suggest that each is due either to single damped
and stochastically re-excited oscillations or to very close unresolved
frequencies of coherent oscillations.
Here we use spectroscopic observations to derive an effective tem-

perature Teff5 7,5006 250K, a surface gravity of log g5 3.906 0.25
dex (c.g.s.) and a projected rotational velocity of v sin i5 10.36 2.3
km s21 (see Supplementary Information for details). We identify
HD187547 as an Am star from chemical element abundance analysis,
which is consistent with the observed low v sin i typical for these stars.
Am stars are stars of spectral type A showing atmospheric under-
abundance when compared with the Sun in the chemical elements
Sc and Ca, and an overabundance of Ba, Sr and Y (ref. 7).We compute
a photosphericmetallicity (all elements exceptH andHe) ofZ5 0.017,
which is larger than the solar value of Z5 0.0134 (ref. 8).
About two-thirds of Am stars are primary components of spectro-

scopic binary systems9. The Am phenomenon is connected to slow

rotation, which is not common in A type stars. Binarity is believed to
act as a braking mechanism slowing down the rotation and allowing
spectral peculiarities to occur as a result of element diffusion10.
Pulsating Am stars still represent a challenge to theory, because He
is expected to settle gravitationally and should only partly be present in
the He II ionization zone where the d Sct pulsations are excited. In
other words, theoretical models predict that the hottest and youngest
A-type stars should not pulsate10, which is in contradiction with recent
observations11. As the stars evolve, their convective envelopes deepen
and efficiently mix the stellar matter, erasing the observed chemical
peculiarities in the atmospheres, allowing the opacity mechanism to
drive pulsation in the He II ionization zone. Using the observed solar-
like oscillations reported here, the depth of the convective envelope can
be derived (hence the mixing length), probing the diffusion of He and
heavy elements in this star. This will contribute significantly to revising
the interaction between pulsation and diffusion in models of Am stars.
Seven radial velocity measurements of HD187547, spread over

153 days, give no evidence for a short-period binary system. In addi-
tion, the absence of any detectable contribution by a potential close
companion to the spectrum implies a considerably less luminous star
of spectral type G or later. The expected amplitudes and frequency of
maximum oscillation power for such a star are inconsistent with the
observations, leading to the conclusion that the signal observed in
Fig. 1c cannot originate from a companion. The observed amplitude
spectrum of HD187547 is not affected by a background star because
the fraction of light in the aperture from neighbouring stars is only
1.5%. Other chemically peculiar pulsating stars situated, as the d Sct
stars, in the classical instability strip in the Hertzsprung–Russell dia-
gram12 are the rapidly oscillating Ap stars. Their high-radial-order
pulsation modes are triggered by the opacity mechanism acting in
the hydrogen ionization zone, often showing equidistant multiplets
in the frequency spectrum as a result of the alignment of the pulsation
axeswith strongmagnetic fields13. The strongmagnetic fields as seen in
rapidly oscillating Ap stars are, however, not observed in Am stars14.
We therefore exclude the possibility that HD187547 is a hybrid of a
d Sct and a rapidly oscillating Ap star.
In Fig. 3 we show an échelle diagram comparing the observed

frequencies with a model of a star similar to HD187547, demon-
strating again the clear structures separated by Dn at high frequencies
and the non-structured distribution at lower frequencies. For the
high-frequency modes we derive a mean large frequency separa-
tion Dn of 40.56 0.6mHz. Using the empirical relation15
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Dn5 (0.2636 0.009)mHz(nmaxmHz21)0.7726 0.005 we obtain a fre-
quency of maximum power nmax~682z41

{43 mHz. This is in very good
agreementwith the highest-amplitudemode in the supposed stochastic
frequency region at 696mHz. The possibility that what we observe is
0.5Dn in the frequency spectrum is ruled out because thiswould require
a nmax at about 1,673mHz, where no signal is observed. We can also
exclude the observation of 2Dn because that would place nmax at
277mHz, close to the dominant opacity-driven mode at 251mHz.
The amplitudes of solar-like oscillations are determined by the inter-

action between driving and damping defined by different physical pro-
cesses2, such asmodulation of the turbulentmomentumandheat fluxes
by pulsation. The exact contribution to driving and damping by each of
these processes is still not well understood, resulting in uncertainties in
the predictions of the stochastically excitedmode amplitudes16, particu-
larly in hotter stars2,3 inwhich the convective envelopes are shallow.We
expect the mixing length, the amplitudes and mode lifetimes to con-
strain the anisotropy of the convective velocity field, parameters that all
semi-analytical convection models rely on17.
For HD187547 we measure a peak-amplitude per radial mode18 for

the assumed stochastic signal of 566 2 p.p.m., which after bolometric
correction19 results in 676 3 p.p.m. (see Supplementary Information
for details). From the empirical scaling relation20 andusing a bolometric
solar peak-amplitude of 3.6 p.p.m. (ref. 21) we obtain a predicted peak
amplitude of A5 146 9 p.p.m. The mean mode lifetimes are mea-
sured22 as 5.76 0.8 days. Empirical relations predict a mode lifetime
for a starwithTeff5 7,5006 250Kof the order of one day23 or shorter24,
which is not in agreement with what we measure for HD187547.
However, these scaling relations (for amplitude and mode lifetimes)
are based on few observed stars, and none of them is calibrated in the
temperature domain of our target, for which the physical conditions in
the convection zone are expected to be very different. Furthermore,
given that HD187547 is metal overabundant in comparison with the
Sun, the observed amplitude is expected to be higher3,25 than predicted
from simple scaling, which is indeed the case. The power of a mode is
directly proportional to the mode lifetime provided that the energy
supply rate over themode inertia is constant26, which further supports
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Figure 1 | Fourier amplitude spectra of the Kepler light curve of
HD187547. a, Fourier spectrum covering the entire frequency range in which
significant signals were observed with a dominant frequency at 251mHz and an
amplitude of 2mmag, typical for a d Sct star. b, The multimode oscillations of
HD187547 are shown by subtracting 16 sinusoids corresponding to the most
prominent oscillations, revealing a large number of additional significant
frequencies. c, The region between 500 and 850mHz shows a clear pattern of
roughly equally spaced peaks, which we interpret as high-order consecutive
radial overtones. The comb-like structure expected for high-order radial

overtones is clearly visible. The broadened peaks suggest damped/re-excited
solar-like oscillations. The black arrows denoted Dn indicate the large
separation between consecutive radial and dipole modes. d, Spectral window.
The shape of the window function is defined by the length and sampling of the
data set. Any coherent signal will have the same profile. e, Example for one of
themodes driven by the opacitymechanism inHD187547. f, A supposed solar-
like oscillationmode observed inHD187547, displaying a broadened structure
suggestive of a short mode lifetime.
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Figure 2 | Time-Fourier spectrum. Here we again highlight the difference in
temporal variability between themodes interpreted as stochasticmodes and the
coherent, opacity-driven peaks at low frequencies. The time-fourier spectrum
was computed with a running filter of full-width at half-maximum5 5 days,
comparable to themeanmode lifetime. a, An opacity-drivenmode (the same as
in Fig. 1e) showing temporal stability in the d Sct frequency region. b, Stochastic
mode observed in HD187547, showing an erratic behaviour as expected for
solar-like oscillations (the same as in Fig. 1f). c, For comparison, a stochastic
oscillation mode observed in the Sun. The solar data were obtained from the
SOHO VIRGO instrument. The data set has the same length and sampling as
for HD187547; that is, 30 days and 1min, respectively. Further details of
frequency analyses and tests on artificial data sets (Supplementary Fig. 1) to
verify our interpretation are in the Supplementary Information.
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the higher amplitude because the observed mode lifetimes are also
longer than expected. An additional factor that is not considered in
any scaling relations is the chemical peculiarity of our target. In sum-
mary, these factors make HD 187547 an intriguing case for further
theoretical analyses of stochastic oscillations and the potential inter-
action with the opacity mechanism in d Sct stars.
The amplitude distribution for stochastic pulsation can be described

as a Rayleigh distribution, provided that the examined time series are
much shorter than the mode lifetimes. The relation between the mean
amplitude ÆAæ and its standard deviation s(A) can then be written as27
(4/p 2 1)0.5ÆAæ < 0.52ÆAæ. This is not valid for opacity-driven pulsa-
tion. For HD187547 we therefore expect to obtain two different
regimes of the ratio s(A)/ÆAæ for the two groups of oscillation modes
(Supplementary Fig. 2). Indeed, we see that the d Sct frequencies have a
lower value of s(A)/ÆAæ than the supposed solar-like modes, giving
further evidence for the stochastic nature of the latter (see Supplemen-
tary Information for details).
We cannot strictly exclude the possibility that the signals between

578 and 868mHz are due to unresolved modes of pulsation excited by
the opacity mechanism, because high-radial-order acoustic modes can
also be observed in hot d Sct stars. Nevertheless, as shown in Fig. 1 this
would imply that d Sct pulsation covers the region between 205 and
870mHz continuously. According to current theory, the opacitymech-
anismacting in theHe II ionization zone cannot excitemodes spanning
16 radial orders for a star with parameters like those of HD187547
(ref. 28). Further support for the discovery of solar-like oscillations
comes from spectroscopic observations that also indicate the presence
of convective motions in the atmospheres of A and Am stars29. In
addition, signatures of granulation noise in d Sct stars have been

reported fromphotometricmeasurements3. Opacity-driven pulsations
are also observed inmoremassive stars (8–16M[), known as bCephei
stars (in this case the opacity mechanism acts in the ionization region
of the iron-group elements). The unexpected detection of solar-like
oscillations in such a star30 (with a mass of 10M[) suggests that
both types of pulsation, opacity-driven and stochastically excited,
can coexist and can have overlapping frequency domains. The similar
timescales of the different oscillation types imply a possible interaction
between the two mechanisms.
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